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Recently, core enterprises are compelled to invest in the environmental

responsibility of upstream suppliers, since their brand image and market

share will be significantly impacted when suppliers fail to comply with

environmental regulations. However, the effectiveness of the core

enterprises’ investment efficiency is limited by insufficient environmental

knowledge. Although cooperating with the knowledge-advantaged

environmental non-governmental organization (ENGO) may be an effective

solution, we observe from the recent examples that not all core enterprises are

willing to cooperate in a competitive market. Within this context, we develop a

theoretical model to investigate whether competitive core enterprises can

benefit from cooperating with the knowledge-advantaged ENGO to

motivate the supplier’s environmental responsibility. Our results show that

cooperation incentivizes core enterprises’ investments in the supplier’s

environmental responsibility, which in turn motivates better environmental

responsibility of the supplier. However, we illustrate that cooperation is not

necessarily the optimal strategy for core enterprises in the duopoly scenario.

Specifically, as the knowledge absorption ability increases, a core enterprise

may free-ride on another’s investment, shifting its strategic preference from

cooperating to not cooperating. In addition, competition may stimulate the

core enterprises’ investments and cooperation motivation, thus improving the

total environmental effort and supply chain members’ profits. Our findings

provide insights into the competitive core enterprises’ strategic choice

regarding suppliers’ environmental responsibility management.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, core enterprises have become more energized

to improve the environmental responsibility of suppliers when

they realize that their brand image and market share may be

greatly impacted if their upstream suppliers commit

environmental violations (Fang and Cho, 2020). For example,

Xiaomi’s initial public offering (IPO) was hampered by its poor

oversight of the supply chain, after a list of its suppliers with

repeated environmental violations was published (IPE, 2021). A

typical approach that core enterprises use to promote upstream

suppliers’ environmental responsibility performance is the

investment (Lee et al., 2018). However, the limited

information about suppliers’ environmental practices and

insufficient expertise in environmental sustainability

technology contribute to the poor outcomes of core

enterprises’ investments (Tachizawa and Wong, 2014).

Therefore, it is essential for core enterprises to gain a better

understanding of suppliers’ environmental information and

obtain more expertise resources, thus improving their

investment efficiency to motivate better environmental

responsibility of suppliers.

Facing this challenge, cooperating with knowledge-

advantaged environmental non-governm ental

organizations (ENGOs) to implement environmental

responsibility management of suppliers is one measure

adopted by some core enterprises. By providing the

supplier list and further establishing a cooperative

relationship with the ENGO, core enterprises can obtain

environmental information about suppliers, which will

improve their decision-making in investment activities. For

example, the Institute Public & Environmental Affairs (IPE), a

famous ENGO registered in china, created the Azure Map to

provide participating core enterprises with the real-time

environmental violations and regulatory information about

suppliers (IPE, 2021). GreenBlue, an ENGO specialized in

science-based decision tools, created Material IQ aiming at

sharing suppliers’ sensitive chemical toxicity data with

downstream core enterprises (Karaer et al., 2017). Other

than the cooperation on environmental information, some

core enterprises also cooperate with ENGO to improve the

investment efficiency in a series of environmental

responsibility programs focusing on environmental

management capabilities (Tong et al., 2022). For example,

to achieve the aims of “Project Gigaton”, Walmart has

strengthened its partnership with Environmental Defense

Fund (EDF) to help suppliers initiate emissions reduction

plans. This cooperation has made great progress. On the one

hand, the EDF has helped Wal-Mart develop environmentally

sustainable consumption guidelines and incentives for

consumers. On the other hand, the two parties have

worked on a range of initiatives to reduce fertilizer use in

Walmart’s produce supply chain, develop pollution control

technology, and improve energy efficiency at suppliers. It is

reported that suppliers participating in Walmart’s “Project

Gigaton” have reduced more than 186 million tons of

CO2 emissions as of 2020 (Walmart, 2021).

Despite enjoying some success, core enterprises’ cooperation

initiatives with ENGOs have reportedly not scaled well (EDF,

2022). For example, Apple has actively partnered with IPE and

used the knowledge provided by IPE to push upstream suppliers

to rectify environmental violations, thereby promoting

environmentally sustainable production and procurement in

their supply chains (IPE, 2021). However, Xiaomi has not

actively partnered with IPE and has chosen to free rides on

Apple’s risk management of common supplier’s environmental

violations. Accordingly, one potential explanation for core

enterprises’ reluctance to participate in alliances may involve

their competitors. Specifically, two external forces may affect the

core enterprises’ cooperation decisions. First, core enterprises

may prefer not to cooperate because they can benefit from the

positive externality caused by the others’ increased investment

when they have a common supplier that commits environmental

violations to manage. Second, the core enterprises can benefit

from improved investment efficiency by cooperating with

knowledge-advantaged ENGO. Thus, this benefit may push

the core enterprises to cooperate and increase their

investment to differentiate themselves and gain a competitive

advantage.

The existing research mainly focuses on core enterprises’

incentives to improve the supplier’s environmental responsibility

under an ENGO’s pressure monitoring strategy (Caro et al.,

2018), but few studies have focused on the particular

characteristics and effectiveness of the cooperation strategy.

Compared to the pressure monitoring strategy, Tachizawa and

Wong (2014) suggest that the emerging cross-sectoral

cooperation strategy will create additional value and yield

different incentives and knowledge-sharing mechanisms. Thus,

the effectiveness of the cooperation strategy in motivating

suppliers’ environmental responsibility warrants exploration.

Furthermore, prior research has explored the incentives for

competitive core enterprises to invest and cooperate in terms

of government regulation (Yang et al., 2021), consumer

awareness (Shi et al., 2020), information asymmetry (Wang

J. et al., 2021), and supply chain structure (Letizia and

Hendrikse, 2016). Our focus is different, as we provide

insights into how competition affects the cooperation

motivation of the core enterprise when taking knowledge-

sharing by ENGO into consideration. Although Kraft et al.

(2013) study how ENGO affects competitive core enterprises’

investments in reducing the risk of environmental violations,

their model does not take into account the investment

externality, nor do they extend the study to a supply chain

setting. Therefore, it is important to investigate how the

competition affects the core enterprise’s incentive to cooperate

considering investment externality.
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Based on the aforementioned background, this study

contributes to the debate on whether competitive core

enterprises are willing to cooperate with ENGO to motivate

supplier environmental responsibility. We focus on the

following major research questions:

i) Can the cooperative strategy effectively incentivize the core

enterprise’s investment and thus motivate better

environmental responsibility of the supplier?

ii) Under what conditions are core enterprises more profitable

when they cooperate with the ENGO? What are the

equilibrium outcomes that core enterprises will reach?

iii) What are the impacts of competition on total environmental

efforts and the profits of the supplier, ENGO, and core

enterprises?

To address these questions, our study resorts to the game-

theoretic approach in a framework that consists of one

knowledge-advantaged ENGO, two competitive core

enterprises with symmetric market size, and one supplier that

is prone to environmental violations. To analyze the effects of

competition, we consider monopoly and duopoly scenarios, in

each scenario, we classify different cases based on whether the

ENGO and the core enterprises cooperate or not. We summarize

our main insights in the following several aspects:

First, our study shows that the cooperation strategy can

effectively increase the core enterprise’s investment and the

supplier’s environmental responsibility regardless of monopoly

or duopoly scenarios. Intuitively, the core enterprise is motivated

to increase investment because they gain an efficiency advantage

in investment with cooperation. This result also translates that

there is no substitution between the knowledge sharing effort of

the ENGO and investment effort of the core enterprise, thus

cooperation does not mitigate or replace the core enterprise’s

investment effort. However, in the duopoly scenario, although

cooperation improves the total investment level, one of the core

enterprises may be prone to free ride the investment from the

other core enterprise due to the complementarity of investment.

Second, we illustrate that cooperation is not necessarily the

optimal strategy for core enterprises in the duopoly scenario, and

it depends on knowledge absorption ability, investment efficiency

and consumer environmental awareness. In particular, the

increased knowledge absorption ability may reduce the

incentive for core enterprises to cooperate with ENGO,

shifting the cooperation strategy from a symmetric

equilibrium with two core enterprises cooperating (denoted by

CC) to an asymmetric equilibrium with only one core enterprise

cooperating (denoted by NC/CN). In addition, we find that both

cooperative cases in which one or two core enterprises cooperate

with the ENGO can align the ENGO’s goal, supplier’s profit and

environmental benefit, while the cooperative case that only one

core enterprise cooperates with ENGO dominates that two core

enterprises cooperate with ENGO in terms of supply chain profit.

Third, our analysis reveals that moderate downstream

competition can actually increase to the total environmental

effort and the core enterprise’s willingness to cooperate. This is

because when the competition intensity is at a moderate level, the

environmental benefit dominates the competition loss associated

with the investment, which in turn induces the core enterprise to

invest more. Moreover, for core enterprises, the interaction between

cooperation intensity and competition intensity will have an impact

on their equilibrium decisions. When the competition intensity is

not too large, each core enterprise can benefit from enlarged market

demand and improved investment efficiently, more likely resulting

in cooperation equilibrium.

We make three primary contributions to the existing

literature. First, from the perspective of resource

complementarity and agency theory, we discuss the cross-

sectoral cooperation strategy of ENGO and core enterprises to

motivate supplier environmental responsibility by virtue of the

power of the supply chain, a topic that has rarely been studied.

Second, in our model setting, two motivations for core

enterprises to make investments are considered, that is,

gaining a market competitive advantage and reducing

environmental violation loss, which enables us to capture the

competitive effect and externality effect simultaneously. Third,

we demonstrate that the core enterprise’s free-rider behavior will

shift its strategic preference from cooperating to not cooperating,

while moderate competition is instead conducive to improving

the investment of core enterprises.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

provides a literature review. Section 3 describes the model

formulation and derives the equilibrium decisions and profits.

Section 4 analyzes the conditions for cooperation between the

ENGO and core enterprises, and discusses the impact of

competition on total environmental effort and core

enterprises’ strategy preferences. Section 5 extends the model

by altering the assumptions of symmetric core enterprise and

perfect product substitution. Section 6 concludes the study and

outlines directions for future research.

2 Literature review

Our work is related to three streams of literature: core

enterprise levers to motivate supplier environmental

responsibility, “ENGO + core enterprise” levers to motivate

supplier environmental responsibility, and the investment of

competitive core enterprises.

2.1 Motivate supplier environmental
responsibility by core enterprise levers

Environmental management has become an important part

of sustainable operations management for core enterprises.
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Existing literature has analyzed strategies or mechanisms of core

enterprise from various perspectives, including environmental

audits to address the risk of supplier non-compliance (Caro et al.,

2018; Chen et al., 2020), incentive contracts to improve suppliers’

capability and performance (Karaer et al., 2017; Yang and Chen,

2018;Wang et al., 2022), the design of information disclosure and

communication mechanism (Wang et al., 2016; Cho et al., 2019;

Kraft et al., 2020), and strategic sourcing basing on

environmental sustainability standards (Chen et al., 2017;

Agrawal et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019). We focus on the effect

of core enterprise’s investment strategy in motivating supplier’s

environmental responsibility. This is because a few studies

suggest that punitive strategies can squeeze suppliers’ profits,

so they may backfire, leading suppliers to retreat to a low

environmental responsibility level to contain costs (Plambeck

and Taylor, 2016). Moreover, investment strategy are more

efficient in reducing environmental speculation, promoting

green technology adoption, and easing financing pressures

(Kraft et al., 2020). Prior studies are mostly concerned with

the factors affecting retailers’ investment in supplier’s

environmental responsibility in terms of government

regulation, consumer preferences, information asymmetry and

supply chain structure. To address the challenges posed by

carbon neutrality, Zhang et al. (2022) and Xiang et al. (2022)

analyze the potential for corporate emissions reduction from the

perspective of government regulation, using the residential and

commercial building operations as the target. Based on this, (Yan

et al., 2022), improve the method of decarbonization of building

operations, which is helpful for the governments to investigate

the decarbonization potential of buildings. Yang and Chen

(2018) illustrate that whether under revenue-sharing or cost-

sharing arrangements, retailer’s incentives for investment are

completely consistent as long as there is consumer environmental

awareness. Kraft et al. (2020) examine how can the retailer invest

in the supplier’s capabilities when it has incomplete information

about the supplier’s environmental responsibility information.

Letizia and Hendrikse (2016) examine downstream firms’

environmental social responsibility (ESR) investments under

different supply chain structures from the viewpoint of

property ownership. Guo et al. (2016) compare two supply

chain structures with dedicated and shared supplier, and they

find that downstream firms are more compelled to act

responsibly when common suppliers are shared. More

recently, Feng et al. (2021) apply a multilateral bargaining

framework to coordinate environmentally responsible

investments among firms in the retailer-driven supply

networks, they find that the retailer can benefit more from

directly managing all suppliers than delegating the

responsibility to the higher-tier suppliers.

Our paper differs from the aforementioned studies in this

stream in two ways. First, similar to Letizia and Hendrikse (2016)

and Guo et al. (2016), we also focus on the investment strategy of

core enterprises and consider a supply chain structure consisting

of a supplier and two competitive core enterprises, however, we

investigate the role of retailer’s investment in both gaining

market competitiveness and reducing the loss of

environmental violations simultaneously. Second, most of the

previous papers consider how the government and consumers

influence the investment strategies of core enterprises. By

contrast, we consider how the external stakeholder, namely

ENGO, can affect the investment strategies of core enterprises

by knowledge sharing from a resource complementarity

perspective. Different from the engagement mechanisms of

government and consumers, ENGO’s participation will create

additional value and yield different incentive mechanisms.

2.2 Motivate supplier environmental
responsibility by “ENGO + Core
enterprise” levers

Prior studies in this stream mostly focus on the impact of the

ENGO’s pressure monitoring strategy on suppliers’

environmental responsibility (Kraft et al., 2013; Karaer et al.,

2017; Chen et al., 2019; Orsdemir et al., 2019). Chen et al. (2019)

point out that the disclosure of supplier information by core

enterprises affects the ENGO’s audit level. They find that

improving the ENGO’s audit efficiency can motivate core

enterprises to disclose supplier information and improve the

sustainability of the supply chain. Orsdemir et al. (2019) analyze

the impact of the ENGO’s environmental audit and reporting

policies on vertical integration and horizontal procurement

decisions. Recently, there is a growing interest in the

cooperation strategies between the knowledge-advantaged

ENGO and core enterprises. Karaer et al. (2017) study when

GreenBlue advises downstream enterprises to implement

Material IQ as an opportunity to cooperate with suppliers.

They find that the strategy of GreenBlue is limited when there

is competition among suppliers. Note that many theoretical

studies in economics and environmental sciences have

investigated the factors that affect core enterprises’

cooperation motivation and the effectiveness of cooperative

strategies between ENGO and core enterprises; see, for

example, Rodriguez et al. (2016); Zeimers et al. (2019);

Harangozo and Zilahy (2015); Tevapitak and Helmsing

(2019). They find that cooperation could help core enterprises

obtain resources to implement corporate social responsibility

(CSR), improve their corporate image, and enhance their

reputation. However, existing studies in sustainability

operations and knowledge management mainly focus on peer-

to-peer interactions among firms under the ENGO’s or

government’s knowledge sharing (Chen et al., 2015; Zhou

et al., 2021), and less deal with the cross-sectoral cooperation

mechanism between the core enterprises and the ENGO.

Moreover, few studies develop a game model to analyze

ENGO-core enterprise interactions about the supplier’s
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environmental responsibility. Murali et al. (2019) study the

impact of voluntary ecolabels provided by the ENGO on

green product development among competing firms. They

find that a more credible firm adopts the certification only if

its credibility is sufficiently low. Kraft et al. (2013) study how the

ENGO that incorporates firms’ profits into its objective, influence

competing firms to replace a potentially hazardous substance.

They find that ENGO is supposed to leverage the firm’s

competition as its pragmatism increases.

Compared to the aforementioned related studies, especially

the studies of the Karaer et al. (2017) and Kraft et al. (2020), our

work fills this stream by designing a cross-sectoral cooperation

strategy between the ENGO and core enterprises in which the

ENGO’s knowledge sharing decision is endogenously

determined and the core enterprise’s cooperation incentives

are influenced by its competitor. Note that Kraft et al. (2020)

study the strategic interactions between the core enterprises and

ENGOwithout extending the study to the supply chain setting by

considering supplier’s environmental responsibility; Karaer et al.

(2017) study a competitive model in which the ENGO’s

information sharing decision is exogenously given.

2.3 The investment of competitive core
enterprises

Most previous studies in this stream analyze one of the following

competition forms of core enterprises’ quantity competition, price

competition, the greenness competition. By analyzing a bargaining

model, Wang X. et al. (2021) prove that the firm’s bargaining power

and the intensity of downstream competition paly a vital role in the

influence of downstream competition on upstream innovation.

Wang et al. (2016) develop a global game model to investigate

the interactions between the intensity of regulation and the green

adaptation across competitive firms. Yang et al. (2021) illustrate how

government can incentive competing firms’ investment and find

that green innovation cost is an important factor affecting the green

technology innovation of competitive firms. Liu et al. (2012) develop

a two-stage game model to determine the interactions between the

supply chain members and show that the higher downstream

competition intensity may help the manufacturers with inferior

environmental friendliness benefit from increasing consumer

awareness. Zhu and He (2017) and Guo et al. (2020) develop a

supply chain model consisting of a manufacturer and two

competitive retailers to analyze how competition affects green

product development. Zhu and He (2017) find that price

competition has a positive impact on product greenness, while

greenness competition has a negative impact on product

greenness. Guo et al. (2020) illustrate that a more competitive

market leads to a lower optimal greenness level in the fashion

apparel industry. Wang et al. (2020) illustrate that by introducing

competition, a system can obtain higher effective CSR-investment

efforts and lower prices in the case of no collaboration or only CSR-

investment collaboration. Shi et al. (2020) capture both price and

environmental effort competition, and explore the impact of

competition on CSR in supply chains. They note that compared

to the monopoly scenario, the total level of cooperate social

responsibility effort always decreases in the duopoly scenario.

Our study differs from these previous studies in the following

two aspects. First, most prior papers study the competitive and

cooperative interactions of the two core enterprises’ decisions,

whereas we focus on competitive core enterprises’ motivation to

cooperate with the knowledge-advantaged ENGO, where

knowledge sharing can effectively improve core enterprises’

investment efficiency and thus help them gain competitive

advantages. Second, different from the study of Shi et al.

(2020), whose focus is on one downstream core enterprise

entry decision and assumes that the entrant knows the

incumbent’s investment decision information, we consider

that two competitive core enterprises make investment

decisions simultaneously, which is more in line with the

reality that investment decisions are generally confidential.

With the core enterprise’s investment decision determined

simultaneously, we find that the core enterprises’ investment

efforts and the total environmental effort do not necessarily

decrease as the intensity of competition increases.

To highlight the research gap and contributions, Table 1

summarizes the comparison between previous related studies

and our present study.

3 Model setting

We analyze two supply chain settings. One is a downstream

monopoly consisting of an supplier(S) and a core enterprise(B),

which is denoted as a structure without competition; the other is

a downstream duopoly consisting of an supplier (S) and two core

enterprises (Bi, i = 1, 2), which is denoted as a structure with

competition. The supplier is subject to environmental violations

due to poor environmental management capability. The core

enterprise, the giant firm in the downstream of the supply chain,

is assumed to be more powerful than the supplier, and requires

resources to improve its investment efficiency. The ENGO, a

third-party organization with professional environmental

knowledge and technology, is willing to pursue cooperation

with core enterprise to improve the supplier’s environmental

sustainability. We focus on the interactions among the core

enterprises, supplier and ENGO. For convenience, the

notations used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 2.

3.1 Demand functions

Each core enterprise procures the raw materials from the

supplier at the uniform wholesale price w and sells the end

product to consumers at its own sales price pi. Without loss of
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generality, we normalize the supplier’s marginal production cost

to zero. We assume that the wholesale price of products in the

mature stage is exogenous and reasonably steady, for that our

focus is on competitiveness in firms’ environmental activities

(Caro et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2020). The supplier selects

environmental responsibility effort x to improve its

TABLE 1 Comparison between previous related studies and our present study.

Literature SC structure Core enterprise + ENGO lever Core
enterprise +
ENGO
Cooperation

Core enterprise
Competition

Core enterprise ENGO

Investment Pressure Monitor Knowledge Sharing Yes No Price or
Quantity

Investment

Guo et al. (2016) S+2R ✓ ✓

Feng et al. (2021) S+2S + R ✓ ✓

Chen et al. (2019) S + R ✓ ✓ ✓

Orsdemir et al. (2019) 2S+2R ✓ ✓ ✓

Karaer et al. (2017) 2S + M ✓ ✓

Rodriguez et al. (2016) S + M ✓ ✓ ✓

Murali et al. (2019) 2M ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Kraft et al. (2013) 2M ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Zhu and He (2017) M+2R ✓ ✓ ✓

Guo et al. (2020) M+2R ✓ ✓ ✓

Wang et al. (2020) S+2R ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Shi et al. (2020) S+2R ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

This Paper S+2R ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: The second column of the table illustrates the structure of the supply chain. For example, S + 2R donates a two-tier supply chain structure consisting an upstream supplier and two

downstream retailers.

TABLE 2 Decision variables and parameters in the models.

Notation Explanation

The decision variables

x Environmental responsibility effort of supplier

y, y1, y2 Investment effort of each core enterprise

�y, y1 , y2 Effective investment effort of each core enterprise

β Knowledge sharing effort of ENGO

The parameters

p, p1, p2 Sales price of per unit product

w Wholesale price for per unit product

D, D1, D2 Demand of each core enterprise

g Total effort exerted by all members of the supply chain

b Consumers’environmental awareness, representing their

willingness to pay for per unit environmental products level

lS Environmental violation loss of supplier

lB Collateral loss of each core enterprise

h Marginal environmental benefit of ENGO

c Each core enterprise’s knowledge absorption ability in regard

to ENGO’s knowledge sharing

γS, γB, γE The cost coefficient of core enterprise’s investment efforts, supplier’s

environmental efforts and ENGO’s knowledge sharing effort
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environmental performance. The core enterprise selects its

investment effort y to improve supplier’s environmental

responsibility. If core enterprises cooperate with ENGO, the

ENGO exerts knowledge sharing effort β to improve core

enterprises’ investment efficiency. The costs associated with

the supplier’s environmental responsibility effort, the core

enterprises’ investment effort and knowledge sharing effort are
1
2γSx

2, 12γBy
2 and 1

2γEβ
2, respectively, where γS, γB and γE > 0 are

effort cost coefficients. Note that the assumption of quadratic

cost is in accordance with the law of diminishing marginal

returns (Zhu and He, 2017).

We model the core enterprise’s effective investment level as
�y � y + Γcβ, where Γ is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if

the core enterprise cooperates with the ENGO and 0 otherwise,

and c describes the core enterprise’s knowledge absorption ability

(Kraft et al., 2013; Letizia and Hendrikse, 2016). Intuitively, the

effective investment level and the lower sales price of core

enterprises will attract more consumers and ultimately lead to

higher market demand (Yu et al., 2021). In addition, we assume

that the environmental effort of the supplier does not directly

increase the demand, which is reasonable, because in reality, it is

difficult for consumers to identify the environmental information

of the upstream supplier about the products they consume.

Without loss of generality, we assume the market base of the

core enterprise to be 1. Thus, in the monopoly scenario, the

demand function of the core enterprise is given by:

D � 1 + �y − p (1)

In the duopoly scenario, the consumers compare the two core

enterprises’ sales prices and care about the differences in effective

investment efforts between them. Thus, two core enterprises

compete in the sales price and effective investment effort. We

assume that the two products sold by different core enterprises

are imperfect substitutes for consumers (Murali et al., 2019;

Wang Y. et al., 2021). In Section 5, we relax this assumption

to verify the robustness of our result. Following prior literature

(Tsay et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2012; Lai et al., 2022), we adopt a

reduced-form sales price and investment effort competition

model, the demand function of each core enterprise is given by:

Di � 1 + b yi − yj( ) − pi − pj( ) (2)

where i = 1, 2, i ≠ j. The constant b represents the consumers’

willingness to pay for per unit of investment efforts. For each unit

increase in a core enterprise’s investment effort, β consumer exits the

market, and its competitor gains β consumer. Similarly, for each unit

decrease in a core enterprise’s sales price, one consumer exits the

market, and its competitor gains one consumer. As b increase, the

competition become more intense, and core enterprise i‘s demand

decrease if it has a competitive advantage than core enterprise

j (yi − yj > 0). Thus, b can also measure the investment effort

competition between core enterprises.

3.2 Environmental violations

Following the study of Huang et al. (2022) and Lee et al.

(2018), we assume that efforts made by the supplier and core

enterprise are complementary and that the total supply chain

effort is g � x�y, where g ∈ [0, 1]. The assumption can reflect the

reality that core enterprise’s investment effort is typically effective

only if the supplier engages with and exploits this effort to

improve its environmental responsibility. For example, the

core enterprise may possess the funds to buy newer

environmental equipment for the supplier, while the supplier

must properly use and maintain the equipment to ensure its

effectiveness. We define ENGO as an environmental-benefit

maximizer, and it can gain environmental benefit hg from the

total supply chain effort, where h is the marginal environmental

benefit. Intuitively, the probability of environmental violations is

negatively correlated with the level of total environmental effort.

Thus, we model the supplier’s responsibility risk with a Bernoulli

distribution: a violation is detected with probability 1 − g,

whereas no violation is detected with probability g. If an

environmental violation occurs and is detected by the public,

it results in a loss for both the supplier and the core enterprise in

the supply chain: the supplier will incur direct goodwill loss lS,

and the core enterprise will incur expected collateral loss lB
because of the spillover effect from an supplier with

environmental violations (Awasthy et al., 2022).

3.3 Supplier, core enterprise and ENGO
objectives

In the monopoly scenario, the profit functions of the supplier

and the core enterprise are given by:

πS � wD − 1 − g( )lS − 1
2
γSx

2, (3)

πB � p − w( )D − 1 − g( )lB − 1
2
γBy

2. (4)

If the core enterprise cooperates with ENGO, the payoff

function of ENGO is given by:

πE � hg − 1
2
γEβ

2. (5)

In the duopoly scenario, since the core enterprises are

homogeneous and source from the common supplier,

considering the redundancy of knowledge sharing (Chen

et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2020), we assume that the knowledge

the ENGO shares with the two core enterprises is completely

substitutable. That is, if both core enterprises cooperate with the

ENGO, their total level of investment acting on the supplier’s

violations adds up to y1 + y2 + cβ and the total supply chain effort

is g = x (y1 + y2 + cβ). The ENGO’s payoff function follows the
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same form as Eq. 5, and the profit functions of the supplier and

each core enterprise are as follows:

πS � w D1 +D2( ) − 1 − g( )lS − 1
2
γSx

2 (6)

πBi � pi − w( )Di − 1 − g( )lB − 1
2
γBy

2
i (7)

3.4 Cooperation strategies

Each scenario is divided into different cases based on whether

the core enterprises cooperate with the ENGO, and C and N

represent cooperating and not cooperating with the ENGO,

respectively. In the monopoly scenario, there are two cases of

C and N. In the duopoly scenario, three cases are considered, as

summarized in Table 3. Note that the equilibrium outcomes of

Case NC and Case CN are symmetric due to the symmetric of

two core enterprises. Thus, we only derive the equilibrium

outcomes in Case NC and the equilibrium outcomes in Case

CN can be calculated in the same way. The system structures of

two scenarios are illustrated in Figure 1.

The sequence of events in the monopoly scenario is as

follows. 1) The core enterprise decides whether to cooperate

with the ENGO. 2) If the core enterprise cooperates with the

ENGO, the core enterprise determines its investment and the

ENGO determines its knowledge sharing effort simultaneously;

otherwise, the core enterprise determines its investment effort

independently. 3) After observing the core enterprise’s and

ENGO’s efforts, the supplier decides its environmental

responsibility effort to maximize its expected profit. 4) The

core enterprise finalizes its order quantity from the supplier

and decides its own sales price. The sequence of events in the

duopoly scenario is similar to that in the monopoly scenario.

Note that we assume that the two core enterprises compete in a

static game of complete information. That is to say, the two core

enterprises make their investment effort and sales price decisions

simultaneously without observing each other’s actions. To avoid

trivial outcomes, we assume that the core enterprise’s investment

is costly and sufficiently substantial relative to the environmental

benefit, that is, 4b2 − 9γB < 0. By solving the games in the different

cases by backward induction, we can obtain the equilibrium

outcomes presented in Tables 4, 5. The proofs of these

equilibrium outcomes and all the following propositions in

this paper are given in Supplementary Appendix A1.

4 Analysis

In this section, we investigate whether core enterprise can

benefit from cooperating with the knowledge-advantaged ENGO

to motivate the supplier’s environmental responsibility in

monopoly and duopoly scenarios, respectively. Specifically, we

analyze the cooperation conditions between the core enterprise

and ENGO in Section 4.1, and further explore the impacts of

competition on the total supply chain environmental level and

each member’s profit in Section 4.2.

4.1 Analysis of cooperation conditions

In this subsection, we compare the environmental efforts in

different cases and then explore the conditions under which the

core enterprise is willing to cooperate with the ENGO in the

TABLE 3 Matrix incorporating the game between the two core
enterprises.

Core enterprise 2

Cooperative Non-cooperative

Core Enterprise 1

Cooperative Case CC Case CN

Non-cooperative Case NC Case NN

FIGURE 1
System structures of two scenario. (A) Monopoly scenario. (B) Duopoly scenario.
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monopoly and duopoly scenarios. Furthermore, we analyze the

consistency of the environmental benefits and economic benefits

of different cases in these two types of scenarios.

4.1.1 Monopoly scenario
We first compare the equilibrium decisions and profits across

Case N and Case C in Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.

TABLE 4 The equilibrium outcomes in monopoly scenario.

Case N Case C

xN � blS(1−w)
A0

xC � blSγE(1−w)
A1

yN � bγS(1−w)
A0

yC � 2bchlS(1−w)
A1

pN � 1
2 [1 + w − b2γS(1−w)

A0
] pC � 1

A1
(1 + w)[γBγSγE − 2lS(c2hγB + lBγE)]+bw[2c2hlS(b − 1) − bγEγS]{ }

βC � b(γEγS−2c2hlS )(1−w)
A1

gN � b2(w−1)2 lSγS
A2
0

gC � b2γ2E(w−1)2 lSγS
A2
1

πNS � [w(1−w+byN )γS+l2S(yN )2−2lSγS]
2γS

πCS � 1
2

w byC − w + 1( ) − 2lS+
2c2hw γeγS − 2c2hlS( ) + γ2e yC( )2lSγS

γeγS − 2c2hlS( )2
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
πNB � [(1−w+byN )2+2(yN)2(2lB lS−γBγS )−4lB]

4γS

πCB � 1
4

byC + 2c2hyClS
γeγS − 2c2hlS

− w + 1( )2

+

γ2e yC( )2lSγS
γeγS − 2c2hlS( )2 − 2γB yC( )2 − 4lB

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

πCE � γEh(yC )2 lS
γEγS−2c2hlS

Note: A0 � γS(b2 − 2γB) + 4lBlS ; A1 = γE(2γB − b2γS − 4lSlB) + 2c2hlS(b2 − b − 2γB).

TABLE 5 The equilibrium outcomes in duopoly scenario.

Case NN Case NC Case CC

xNN � 4blS
3B0

xNC � 4blSγE
3B1

xCC � 4blS
3B1

yNN � 2bγS
3B0

yNC
1 � 2[γEγS(4b2−9γB)+18c2hγBlS ]

3B1(9γB−4b2 ) yCC � 2b(γEγS−2c2hlS )
3B1

yNC
2 � 2b[2c2hlS(8b2−9γB)−γEγS(4b2−9γB)]

3B1(4b2−9γB)

pNN = 1 + w pNC
1 � 1 + w − 8b2c2hlSγB

3(9γB−4b2 )B1

pCC
1 � 1 + w

pNC
2 � 1 + w + 8b2c2hlSγB

3(9γB−4b2 )B1

βNC � 8bchlS
3B1

βCC � 8bchlS
3B1

gNN � 16b2 lSγS
9B2

0
gNC � 16b2γ2e lSγS

B2
1

gCC � 16b2γ2e lSγS
B2
1

πNNS � 2l2S(yNN )2+γS(2w−lS)
γS

πNC
S � 2w − lS + l2S(yNC

1 +yNC
2 )2

2(γEγS−2c2hlS)2
πCCS �

2w − lS+
l2S(2yCC)2

2(γEγS − 2c2hlS)2

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭

πNNB �
8lBlS − γBγS( )(yNN)2

+2 1 − lB( )γS{ }
2γS πNC

B1 �

1
9
[3 + b(yNC

1 − yNC
2 ) + 2bc2hlS(yNC

1 + yNC
2 )

γEγS − 2c2hlS
]2

−γB 1 + 1
2
(yNC

1 )2[ − lSγ
2
EγS(yNC

1 + yNC
2 )2

(γEγS − 2c2hlS)2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

πCCB �
1 − lB − 1

2
(yCC)2γB

+2lSlBγ
2
EγS(yCC)2

(γEγS − 2c2hlS)2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

πNC
B2 �

1
9
[3 + b(yNC

2 − yNC
1 ) + 2bc2hlS(yNC

1 + yNC
2 )

γEγS − 2c2hlS
]2

−γB 1 + 1
2
(yNC

2 )2[ − lSγ
2
EγS(yNC

1 + yNC
2 )2

(γEγS − 2c2hlS)2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

πNC
E � hlS(yNC

1 +yNC
2 )2

γEγS−2c2hlS πCCE � hlS(2yCC )2
γEγS−2c2hlS

Note: B0 = γBγS − 4lBlS. B1 = γBγSγE − 2lS(2lBγE + c2hγB).
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Proposition 1. In the monopoly scenario, the relationship

between the equilibrium decisions in Case N and Case C are:

xN < xC, yN < yC, gN < gC.

Proposition 1 indicates that in the absence of competition, a

cooperation strategy can always increase the environmental

efforts of supply chain members. The reason is that the

investment efficiency of core enterprise is improved when

cooperating with ENGO. That is, its market demand expands

and environmental violation loss is reduced given a lower

investment cost. Accordingly, compared to Case N, the core

enterprise can afford a higher investment effort level in Case C,

which will in turn motivate the supplier to improve the

environmental responsibility effort, and thus increase the total

environmental effort. This result suggests that cooperation with

the ENGO does not reduce or replace the investment effort of

core enterprises, but rather incentivizes the core enterprise to

exert greater investment effort.

Proposition 2. In the monopoly scenario, the relationship

between the equilibrium profits in Case N and Case C are:

πN
S < πC

S , π
N
B < πC

B .

Because the supplier’s profit is driven by its environmental

responsibility effort, the results stated in Proposition 2 are

congruent with Proposition 1. Due to the improvement of

investment efficiency, the positive impact of increased demand

can offset the negative impact of falling prices and increased

investment costs, which leads to a higher profit for the core

enterprise in Case C. In addition, combined with Proposition 1, it

can be intuitively observed that cooperative strategy can

simultaneously improve supply chain profit and

environmental benefit in the monopoly scenario. This result

illustrates how expanding market demand is an effective

means of increasing the environmental effort as well as the

profits of the supplier and core enterprise.

4.1.2 Duopoly scenario
We then compare the equilibrium decisions and profits

across Case NN, Case NC and Case CC in the following

propositions. The comparisons of each member’s

environmental effort in different cases are illustrated in

Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. In the duopoly scenario, the relationships

between the envirronmental effort decisions of each member in

the different cases are as follows:

i)xNN < xNC = xCC, 2yNN <yNC
1 + yNC

2 � 2yCC, gNN <
gNC = gCC.

ii)yNC
1 <yCC <yNC

2 , if b<
���
3lBlS
γS

√
, yNN <yNC

1 ;

otherwise, yNN ≥yNC
1 .

Proposition 3 1) indicates that, similar to Proposition 1, the

cooperation strategy can incentivize the core enterprise to

increase its investment effort, which in turn increases the

supplier’s environmental responsibility effort and total

environmental effort. In addition, because the ENGO shares

the same level knowledge with core enterprises in Case NC

and Case CC, i.e., βNC = βCC, and the products sold by two

core enterprises are perfect substitutes, the improvement of each

core enterprise’s investment efficiency in Case NC is the same as

that in Case CC, thus yNC
1 + yNC

2 � 2yCC. In Section 5.1, we relax

this assumption of a perfect substitute product to test the impact

of product substitution on the investment efforts of core

enterprises in different cooperation scenarios. Proposition 3 2)

indicates that compared to that of Case CC, core enterprise 1

(non-cooperative core enterprise) determines a lower

investment, while core enterprise 2 (cooperative core

enterprise) determines a higher investment in case NC. The

reason is that core enterprise 2 have an advantage in investment

with ENGO’s knowledge sharing and thus it is motivated to

increase investment. Anticipating the core enterprise’s action,

core enterprise 1 will respond to a lower investment to save the

investment cost and avoid intense competition. Consequently, in

the Case NC, the core enterprise with lower investment efficiency

is prone to free riding on the positive externality benefit (the

decreased collateral loss) created by the other core enterprise with

high positive environmental benefit because of the

complementarity of their investment s. By contrast, compared

to that of Case NN, core enterprise 1 does not necessarily

determine a higher investment in Case NC. Within this

context, no core enterprise has investment efficiency over

others. Thus, when the consumer environmental awareness is

lower so that the investment competition is mild, i.e., b<
���
3lBlS
γS

√
,

core enterprise 1 has the incentive to invest more to gain a higher

externality benefit and a lower competition loss; otherwise, core

enterprise 1 will be motivated to invest less. We further explore

core enterprise’s strategic preference in Proposition 4.

Proposition 4. In the duopoly scenario, the equilibrium results

of core enterprises are as follows:

i) When b > bL, then Case NC(CN) is the Nash equilibrium.

ii) When b ≤ bL, there exists a threshold cL, such that

a.if c > cL, then Case NC(CN) is the Nash equilibrium;

b.if c ≤ cL, then Case CC is the Nash equilibrium, where

bL �
��������
9γBγS−36lBlS

2γ

√
, cL �

�������������������
(4b2−9γB)(2b2γS+36lBlS−9γBγS)

2hlS(2b2−9γB)2
√

.

Proposition 4 illustrates the equilibrium results for the two

core enterprises. Intuitively, Case CC is not necessarily the

unique Nash equilibrium strategy, depending on the consumer

environmental awareness b and knowledge absorption ability c,

as depicted in Figure 2. Specifically, when consumer

environmental awareness is low, as the core enterprise’s

knowledge absorption ability increases, the resulting core

enterprise cooperation equilibrium changes from both core

enterprises cooperating with the ENGO (Case CC) when the
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absorption ability is low to either core enterprise 1 (Case CN) or

core enterprise 2 (Case NC) cooperating with the ENGO when

the knowledge absorption ability is high. This results seem to run

counter to the received belief that increased knowledge

absorption ability or marginal environmental benefits will

always incentivize both core enterprises to invest more as is

documented in the recent literature (Kraft et al., 2013; Yang et al.,

2021). However, our result is reasonable because, core enterprises

may have an incentive to free ride on other’s investment effort

when the externality benefit arises from core enterprises

investing in a common supplier, as is discussed in Proposition

3. Thus, the core enterprise need to weigh the competitive effect

and externality effect in making cooperation decisions. We can

interpret this result as follows.

When consumer environmental awareness is higher, i.e., b >
bL, cooperative core enterprise with a high investment efficiency

is motivated to invest more to gain more competitive advantage.

Then, the other core enterprise can benefit considerably from the

externality benefit of the cooperative core enterprise’s

investment. Anticipating this result, the other core enterprise

will always choose not to cooperate regardless of its knowledge

absorption ability, and eventually reach the equilibriumCN(NC).

In contrast, when consumer environmental awareness is lower,

i.e., b ≤ bL, core enterprises need to consider the size of their

knowledge absorption ability to determine their optimal strategy.

Only when the knowledge absorption ability is not too high, that

is, c ≤ cL, such that the competitive advantage gained from the

investment is greater than the externality benefit, will both core

enterprises be willing to cooperate with ENGO and reach

equilibrium CC. On the contrary, if c > cL, the core enterprise

is motivated to be a free rider of the externality benefit of other’s

investment, which will save its investment cost. Therefore,

cooperative core enterprise can enjoy a competitive advantage,

but bears a high investment cost; non-cooperate core enterprise

faces the disadvantage of market demand, but is endowed with a

cost advantage. The advantages and disadvantages associated

with cooperation strategy can match with each other in this case,

finally reaching equilibrium CN(NC). Proposition 4 implies that

although a higher knowledge absorption ability may have a

detrimental effect on the core enterprises’ cooperative

motivation, it can help to mitigate internal competition and

thus achieve an asymmetric equilibrium. This result can be

applied to more general settings, such as imperfect product

substitution; see Section 5.2.

Proposition 5. In the duopoly scenario, the relationships

between the supplier’s and the ENGO’s profits in different cases

are as follows:

i) πNN
S < πNC

S � πCC
S .

ii) πNC
E � πCC

E .

According to equilibrium outcomes in Table 5, the profits of

the supplier and the ENGO are positively related to the core

enterprises’ investment efforts; thus, we can easily obtain the

results in Proposition 5. Furthermore, since the level of total

environmental effort and the knowledge sharing effort are the

same in Case NC and Case CC, the gains of the supplier and the

ENGO are the same in the two cases. Combined with the result in

Proposition 4, we can conclude that cooperation with more core

enterprises does not yield better benefits for core enterprises and

ENGO, a similar result can be seen in Kraft et al. (2013). This

FIGURE 2
The core enterprise’s strategies preference and the effect of c on the core enterprise’s strategy preference. Notes. With the constraint satisfied,
we set lB = 0.8; γB = 4; lS = 0.4; γS = 1; h = 0.75. (A) Preferred strategies of core enterprise. (B) The effect of c on core enterprise’s strategies
preference..
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result should serve to remind the managers core enterprises that,

they should make cooperation decisions based on knowledge

absorption capacity and consumer environmental awareness.

This result also contributes to explaining why in reality, core

enterprises’ cooperation initiatives with ENGOs have reportedly

not scaled well. Specifically, ENGOs have only established

cooperation relationships with a select group of major brands

as we discussed in the introduction. For example, EDF works

with approximately 30% of the Fortune 100 enterprises to

promote proactive environmental responsibility and intends to

promote greening throughout the supply chain (EDF, 2022).

Proposition 6. In the duopoly scenario, the relationships

between the supply chain profits in the different cases

are: πNN
S + 2πNN

B < πCCS + 2πCC
B < πNC

S + πNC
B1 + πNC

B2 .

Proposition 6 shows that, compared with non-cooperation,

cooperation always yields higher supply chain profit since

cooperation always increases the investment efficiency of core

enterprises. Moreover, the case of one of the core enterprises

cooperating with ENGO (Case CN/NC) generates higher supply

chain profit than the case of two core enterprises cooperating

with ENGO (Case CC). The reason is as follows. On the one

hand, core enterprise 2 in Case NC can gain a greater market

competitive advantage than core enterprise in Case CC; on the

other hand, the core enterprise 1 in Case NC can avoid larger

collateral environmental violation loss with a low investment cost

than core enterprise in Case CC. Combining these two factors

and the results in Proposition 5 i), thus

πCC
S + 2πCC

B < πNC
S + πNC

B1 + πNC
B2 . This result suggests that,

implementing differentiated cooperation strategies by core

enterprises can help mitigate internal competition among core

enterprises and thus improve the efficiency of the supply chain.

Accordingly, encouraging all core enterprises to cooperate with

the ENGO is not necessarily desirable for other stakeholders.

Specifically, one should target and encourage core enterprises

with better capabilities to cooperate with ENGO first.

Furthermore, the two kinds of cooperation cases, that is, Case

NC and Case CC, can always achieve synchronous improvement

of economic benefits and environmental benefits, which indicates

that the strategy of core enterprises cooperating with the ENGO

is effective in improving both environmental and economic

value.

4.2 The impact of core enterprise
competition

To analyze the influence of competition on each member’s

environmental effort and profit, this subsection presents a cross-

sectional comparison of the strategies in the two scenarios.

Noteworthy, the larger the consumer environmental

awareness, the more intense the investment competition

among core enterprises, as we discussed in the model setting.

Then, we focus on the effect of the b on the equilibrium results in

the following propositions and we illustrate our results in

Figure 3.

4.2.1 The impact of core enterprise competition
on total environmental effort

The impact of core enterprise competition on the total

environmental effort is illustrated in Proposition 7. Note that

since the total environmental effort is driven by each member’s

environmental effort, the comparative results of each member’s

environmental effort across different cooperation cases are

congruent with Proposition 7.

Proposition 7. There exist thresholds b1 and b2, such that the

total environmental efforts possess the following properties:

i) If b < b1, g
N < gNN; otherwise, gN ≥ gNN.

ii) If b < b2, g
C < gCC; otherwise, gC ≥ gCC.

A previous study suggests that compared to the monopoly

scenario, the total supply chain effort decreases when two core

enterprises compete on their CSR efforts in the duopoly

scenario (Shi et al., 2020). This is because their study

assumes that the two core enterprises act successively and

the core enterprises’ investments are complementary in

terms of improvement the supplier’s environmental

responsibility. Consequently, there exists a first-mover

disadvantage in which the second-mover may respond to

invest less anticipating a first-mover’s high investment.

However, in reality, the investment decisions of core

enterprises are confidential information, and it is difficult for

this kind of information to be shared between core enterprises

through contracting. To fill this gap, this study discusses the

investment decisions of two core enterprises in a static game

framework. In contrast to the results in previous studies, here,

in Proposition 7, we demonstrate that, regardless of the core

enterprises’ decisions regarding cooperation with the ENGO,

moderate competition can improve the total level of

environmental effort. We can interpret this result as follows.

Since the investment decision of the other is not observed,

competitive core enterprises are motivated to invest more to

gain a greater market advantage, which will increase the total

market demand. Therefore, when the consumer environmental

awareness is low so that investment competition is low,

compared to the monopoly scenario, each core enterprise

can benefit more from the investment externality created by

each other in the duopoly scenario. In other words, both the

investment cost and environmental benefit are shared between

two core enterprises, which enables the core enterprise to afford

to invest more in the duopoly scenario. However, as

competition intensity further increases, the competitive loss

dominates the environmental benefit, and the core enterprise

can achieve higher profit through exclusive market ownership
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than in the duopoly. This result suggests that information

asymmetry may partly attenuate the first-mover disadvantage

in a market with two core enterprises compete, and thus the

moderate competition is conducive to stimulating market

dynamics and motivating the core enterprises to increase

investments.

4.2.2 The impact of core enterprise competition
on the profits of each member

In this section, we analyze the impact of core enterprise

competition on the profits of the supplier, ENGO and core

enterprises.

Proposition 8. The impact of core enterprise competition on the

profits of supplier, ENGO and core enterprises are

i) There exist thresholds b1S and b2S, such that

(a) if b< b1S, π
N
S < πNN

S ; otherwise, πN
S ≥ πNN

S ;

(b) If b< b2S, π
C
S < πNC

S � πCC
S ; otherwise, πC

S ≥ πNC
S � πCCS .

ii) There exist thresholds bE, such that if b< bE, πC
E < πCC

E ;

otherwise, πC
E ≥ π

CC
E .

iii) There exist thresholds b1B and b2B, such that

(a) when lBlS
γBγS

< 1
8, if b< b

1
B, π

N
B < πNN

B ; otherwise, πN
B ≥ πNN

B ;

when lBlS
γBγS

≥ 1
8, π

N
B < πNN

B .

(b) if b< b2B, πC
B < πCC

B ; otherwise, πCB ≥ πCC
B .

Proposition 8 1) and 2) are intuitive. Proposition 8 1)

indicates that when market competition is relatively mild, the

supplier can benefit more by selling products to both core

enterprises. This result reflects the fact that moderate

competition motivates core enterprises to exert higher

investment efforts, which in turn increase the supplier’s

profit. Similar results can be seen in Wang J. et al. (2021),

who show that when the supplier’s bargaining power is strong, it

can benefit from downstream competition only if the

competition is not too intense. Proposition 8 2) indicates

that, for ENGO, cooperating with two core enterprises is

more effective when competition intensity is not too fierce

for that although ENGO may need to bear extra knowledge

sharing costs when cooperating with two core enterprises, it can

gain more environmental benefits from two core enterprises and

thus realize its value as a public welfare organization.

Proposition 8 3) reveals that the intensity of cooperation

between ENGO and the core enterprises affects the impacts

FIGURE 3
Comparison of total environmental efforts and profits of members. Notes. With the constraint satisfied, we setw = 0.1; c = 0.8; lB = 0.2; γB = 5;
lS = 0.15; γS = 1; h = 0.6. (A) Comparison of total environmental efforts. (B) Comparison of suppliers’ profits. (C) Comparison of core enterprises’
profits. (D) Comparison of ENGOs’ profits.
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of competition on the profits of core enterprises. In the case of

non-cooperation, the strategic preferences of the core

enterprises are not only related to the competitive intensity

but also investment efficiency. If the investment efficiency is

high, i.e., lBlS
γBγS

≥ 1
8, regardless of the intensity of the competition,

both core enterprises can benefit more from externality.

However, if the investment efficiency is low, i.e., lBlS
γBγS

< 1
8, both

core enterprises benefit less from investment externality. In this

case, only if the competition intensity is low, i.e., b< b1B, so that

the competitive loss of the core enterprises is small, can the core

enterprise benefit more from the duopoly scenario. In the case of

cooperation, the strategic preferences of the core enterprise are

only related to competition intensity. In particular, if the

competitive intensity is low, the externality benefit dominates

the competition loss for the core enterprise, thus core

enterprise’s profit is higher in the duopoly scenario. This

result implies that the cooperation strategy improves the

efficiency of their investment while not weakening their

competitive advantages, therefore it incentivizes core

enterprise’s cooperation motivation.

5 Extensions

In this section, we verify the robustness of our main

findings by considering the symmetrical market size in

Section 5.1 and extending to the imperfect product

substitution in Section 5.2.

5.1 Asymmetric core enterprises

In this subsection, we assume that the two core enterprises

have different potential market sizes, and investigate whether the

main result in our base model still holds. Accordingly, the inverse

demand functions in the duopoly scenario of the enterprises is

given as:

D � Mϕi + b yi − yi( ) − pi − pj( ) (8)

where, M is total market size in terms of revenue, ϕi is market

share percentage of core enterprise i (i ∈ 1, 2{ } and ϕ1 + ϕ2 = 1),

with a higher ϕi indicating a larger market size.

The remaining model settings remain the same as that in the

baseline model in Section 4. We use backward induction to solve

this problem and obtain equilibrium solutions (see

Supplementary Appendix B for details). Through analysis and

comparison, we can obtain Proposition 9.

Proposition 9. In the duopoly scenario, the equilibrium results

of core enterprises are as follows:

i) When φ(b)< lBlS
γBγS

, then case NC(CN) is the Nash equilibrium.

ii) When φ(b)≥ lBlS
γBγS

, there exists a threshold cA, such that

a) if c > cA, then case NC(CN) is the Nash equilibrium;

b) if c ≤ cA, then case CC is the Nash equilibrium, where,

φ(b) � (2b−9λB)(2b−3λB−3φ1λB)
12λB(5b+2bφ1−9λB−9φ1λB),

cA �
������������������������������������
12lBlS[b2(5+2φ1)−9(1+φ1)λB]+(2b2−9λB)γS[2b2−3(1+φ1)λB]

2hlS(9λB−2b2)[3(1+φ1)λB−b2]
√

.

The result in Proposition 9 is similar to that in the

symmetrical scenario, which confirms that our main results

are robust. In particular, we find that consumer

environmental awareness b has a positive impact, but the

knowledge absorption ability c has a negative impact on core

enterprise’s cooperation motivation. In addition, we can easily

observe from the critical value cA that the larger the market size of

core enterprises is, the less willing the core enterprises are to

cooperate with the ENGO. This intuition lies in the fact that core

enterprises with a larger market size already have higher

investment efficiency, the improvement in efficiency achieved

by cooperation is limited, thus core enterprises reluctant to

cooperate with ENGO.

5.2 Imperfect product substitution

In this subsection, we assume that the products sold by the

two core enterprises are imperfect substitutes. Accordingly, the

demand and profit functions have not changed in the monopoly

scenario, and the inverse demand function in the duopoly

scenario of core enterprise is:

D � 1 + b yi − θyi( ) − pi − θpj( ) (9)

where, θ is the substitution rate between the core enterprises’

products and can measure the product competition intensity.

That is, the higher θ is, the higher the competition intensity

between the two core enterprises’ products.

The remaining model settings remain the same as in the base

model in Section 4.We obtain equilibrium solutions by backward

induction (see Supplementary Appendix C for details). Through

analysis and comparison, we can obtain Proposition 10.

Proposition 10. When the products are imperfect substitutes,

the relationships between investment efforts of different cases in

the duopoly scenario are as follows:

i) xNN < xNC ≤ xCC, 2yNN <yNC
1 + yNC

2 ≤ 2yCC, gNN < gNC ≤ gCC.

ii)yNC
1 <yCC

1 <yNC
2 , if b<

���
3lBlS
γS

√
, yNN <yNC

1 ;

otherwise, yNN ≥yNC
1 .

Proposition 10 indicates that the comparison result of

different suppliers’, core enterprises’ and total environmental

effort is similar with the result in that of the base model, which

suggests that our main result is rubost. By contrast, since product

substitution θ increases product competition and decreases core
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enterprises’ market demand, the total environmental effort level

in Case CC decreases. When the product substitution θ is less

than 1, the total environmental effort level in Case CC is higher

than that of Case NC. As the product substitution θ increases, the

competitive advantage of the cooperative core enterprise

weakens. Accordingly, the core enterprise will reduce

investment effort and tend to be a free rider to obtain more

externality benefits. When the products are perfectly substituted,

i.e., θ = 1, the total investment effort of the core enterprises in

Case NC and Case CC reaches the same level, as shown in

Proposition 3. This result implies that intense product

competition not only reduces the level of investment effort by

core enterprises but also undermines the willingness of core

enterprise to cooperate.

6 Conclusion

Nowadays, ENGO is participating in the environmental

governance of suppliers in a more diversified way, and the

relationships between core enterprises and ENGO have

shifted from conflict-based to cooperative-based. Existing

research still focuses on ENGO’s pressure monitoring

strategies, and less on how ENGO and core enterprise can

cooperate to create value in environmentally sustainable

supply chains. It is worth noting that not all core

enterprises are willing to work with ENGO in a competitive

market. For example, both Apple and Xiaomi source their

products from a common supplier, Apple is willing to

proactively cooperate with IPE, yet Xiaomi is reluctant to

work with IPE. Based on these observations, we develop a

game model to examine under what conditions competitive

core enterprises should cooperate with knowledge-advantaged

ENGO to motivate supplier environmental responsibility.

6.1 Main findings and managerial insights

Our analysis reveals the following novel findings and bears

important implications.

i) First, we show that in the duopoly situation, the cooperation

strategy dominates the non-cooperation strategy in terms of total

environmental effort level and core enterprise’s profit. Therefore,

in a duopoly market in which there is no competition, it is wise

for the core enterprise to cooperate with ENGO and increase

investment, which will help them enlarge the potential market

demand and decrease supplier’s environmental violation loss.

This suggest indicates that knowledge sharing by ENGO can

improve the efficiency of core enterprise’s investments and thus

improves the total environmental effort level.

ii) Second, in a monopoly scenario, core enterprises do not

necessarily choose to cooperate with ENGO. Specifically,

when consumer awareness is high or knowledge absorption

ability is high, if one of core enterprises cooperates with

ENGO, the other is better to choose non-cooperation;

otherwise, cooperation is the optimal choice for both core

enterprises. This insight reveals that although one core

enterprise may free-riding on the positive benefit created by

the other core enterprise, this behavior may coordinate

investment decisions among core enterprises, and thus

reduce the competition loss in the supply chain system.

This implication seems to be consistent with the

cooperation decision that we observed in certain industries.

That is, although ENGO, an environmental-benefit

maximizer, can provide core enterprises with effective

knowledge resources for free, not all core enterprises

actively seek to establish cooperative relationships with

ENGOs.

iii) Third, we illustrate how competition among core enterprises

affects core enterprises’ investment motivations: the increase of

competition intensity motivates core enterprises’ investment

motivations and encourages them to invest more once the

competition intensity is low, but may discourage a firm from

cooperation when the competition intensity is sufficiently high.

This insight reminds a core enterprise that it should consider

the market competition intensity carefully when making

cooperation decision because the benefit from cooperating

with ENGO may be reduced. In addition, the core

enterprises can benefit from the case in which core

enterprises make investment decisions simultaneously for

that the potential first-mover disadvantage can be partly

alleviated. Therefore, this result suggests that the proactive

disclosure of investment information in sustainability reporting

by core companies may be detrimental to enhancing

investment in the industry as a whole.

Consequently, our work provides useful managerial

insights for core enterprises’ strategies choosing, especially

when their investment efficiency is limited by insufficient

information and resources. What is important for managers

of core enterprises is that they need to consider investment

efficiency (such as, existing knowledge level and technology

absorption ability) and industry competition structure (such

as, the number of core enterprises, consumer willingness to

pay, and investment effort competition) when choosing to

cooperate with ENGO or not.

6.2 Future research directions

There are a few directions for further research. First, we could

consider the effect of the combination of incentive and punitive

strategies in motivating supplier environmental responsibility,

and this carrot-and-stick mechanism may be more efficient.

Second, we have analyzed two factors, that is asymmetric core
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enterprises and imperfect product substitution that influence the

competition structure in our extensions section. We find that the

larger the core enterprise market size and the higher the product

substitution, the more favorable the cooperation strategy will be.

Future investigations could consider more alternative

competitive structures, such as downstream competition with

multiple core enterprises and vertical integration of core

enterprises. Third, our study is based on a symmetric

information framework, and future research can be extended

to studies of incomplete information frameworks, such as

information asymmetry between ENGO and core enterprises

regarding environmental violations by suppliers.
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